Geoffrey Wiseman
Software Consultant, {codiform}
STAYING GROUNDED IN LARGE SOFTWARE SYSTEMS

FEB 28, 11AM

Geoffrey Wiseman is a software consultant, father, and technology writer. He has twenty years experience building software, but is still learning how to do it well.

Yeleiny Bonilla
Software Developer, Side Effects Inc.
FROM FOE TO FRIEND: MY PERSONAL PATH TO TEST-DRIVEN DEVELOPMENT

MAR 7, 11AM

Yeleiny Bonilla’s day job is at Side Effects Software Inc., a Toronto-based 3D animation and visual effects company. She is the principal developer of the Orbolt™ Smart 3D Asset Store, an asset marketplace that offers a whole new way to share visual effects. Before coming to Canada, Yeleiny spent four years in the IT industry in her native country of Cuba. Yeleiny holds a Bachelor’s Degree in Computer Science from the University of Havana, and a Master’s degree in Applied Computing from the University of Toronto. When she is not pursuing her career goals, you can find her dancing or practicing all kinds of sports, both as an effective way to release stress and to keep a balanced life.

Gunnar Wagenknecht
CTO, AGETO GmbH
Eclipse Technology PMC & Architecture Council
OPEN SOURCE AT ECLIPSE

MAR 21, 11AM

Gunnar is a software engineer who loves server and application architectures. In his role at AGETO, Gunnar works on open source software, emerging platforms and technologies, and helps companies execute on their business objectives in an open source context. He has been a member of the Eclipse Community since its beginning and he is a prolific contributor with many years of experience on numerous Eclipse projects; Gunnar leads the Technology PMC and is a member of the Eclipse Architecture Council. Apart from Eclipse he loves chatting about fishing, diving and his family and other things that matter over a good beer or a glass of dry, barrel aged red wine.

David Penny
CIO, Ceryx Inc.
Adjunct Professor
Computer Science
University of Toronto
THOUGHTS AND OBSERVATIONS ON DEVELOPING SOFTWARE

MAR 28, 11AM

Dr. Penny has had a mixed industrial and academic career spanning over 25 years in software development. Dr. Penny received his Ph.D. in Computer Science from the University of Toronto, specializing in programming languages, operating systems, and software engineering. Following graduation, Dr. Penny entered industry, holding a position at IBM, followed by becoming the CTO at Algorithmics Inc. Following Algorithmics, he brought his ideas to a larger audience as a software development management consultant and as a Professor of Computer Science. Dr. Penny also held the position of VP R&D at Electronics Workbench and is currently CIO at Ceryx Inc. where he is adapting his ideas to fit delivery of Software-as-a-Service.
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